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Nowadays, sets of tapestries such as the David and Bathseba cycle in the Château d'Écouen are no longer known to the general public despite the fact that they were once famous examples of Northern Renaissance art which were considered to be of historical importance and at the same time aesthetically pleasing. Unfortunately, these sets of tapestries are not easily accessible to the art-loving traveller, either because they are tucked away in private collections or because they are kept in less well known, specialist museums. In addition, full sets of tapestries are often not on display due to their large dimensions.

When talking about the art and culture of the so-called Burgundian Netherlands one generally thinks of panel paintings such as Jan van Eyck's Arnolfini Wedding in the National Gallery in London or Hans Memling's Man of Sorrows in the National Gallery of Victoria and not necessarily of sets of tapestries such as Pieter van Aelst's The Acts of the Apostles or Bernard van Orley's The Story of Jacob. Given the fact that in the late Middle Ages early Renaissance tapestries were one of the most prestigious and highly priced art forms on the market, it is unfortunate that the study of these tapestries now plays a subordinate role in the general discourse of art history and has become almost exclusively the domain of French or Belgian specialists. Even in standard handbooks such as James Snyder's Northern Renaissance Art tapestries are not given the recognition they deserve in historical and aesthetic terms. This situation can be explained in part by the development of Art History as a discipline, which, since its beginnings in the nineteenth century, has been preoccupied with painting, sculpture and architecture as the most noble forms of artistic production. In the course of establishing public art museums, objects classified as Decorative Arts were generally stored and displayed separately from panel paintings and tended to be seen rather as examples of utilitarian or purely functional art than as examples of
what is called by some 'high art'. In the course of my paper I will show that many of these tapestries were in fact designed by the leading artists of the time and were often preferred to panel paintings by the most notable patrons of the arts such as Duke Philip the Good. While artists such as Rogier van der Weyden and Jan van Eyck undoubtedly made a major contribution to the history of painting in absolute terms, it is worthwhile to remember that the different techniques, for instance painting and tapestry making, were not practised independently from one another. I will therefore also discuss the close collaboration between the representatives from different guilds and will look at the specific circumstances under which these tapestries were produced. Apart from discussing tapestries in respect to design, production and distribution, it needs to be stressed that in this cultural environment the medium of tapestries, and not that of panel paintings, was normally chosen to depict politically significant themes. The Battle of Pavia, for instance, was not depicted in oil on wood, but was rendered in a woven image immediately after the event took place. It is fair to say that in major private collections of the time the important genre called History Painting can be found predominantly in the medium of woven tapestries and carries little weight in panel paintings. This is particularly relevant for northern Europe, where representational tapestries were the most monumental art form and fulfilled a function similar to frescoes in Italian art. Throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, tapestries were highly esteemed collectors' items which could be found in the dwellings of Kings, Dukes and Popes. Panel paintings, on the other hand, were more frequently purchased by well-to-do members of the civic bourgeoisie, for example lawyers, tax collectors, foreign merchants, guilds and religious fraternities to name only a few. These tapestries and panel paintings were produced in a cultural landscape which is generally called The Burgundian Netherlands.

The Burgundian Netherlands as defined by Prevenier and Blockmans can be described as a conglomeration of disparate principalities and bishoprics once united under the rulership of the Dukes of Burgundy, a branch of the French Valois family which governed this territory from 1384 onwards. When Mary of Burgundy, the only daughter of Duke Charles the Bold married Maximilian I, the Burgundian line merged with the Hapsburgian line and the Netherlands were consequently governed by different family members such as Margaret of Austria and Charles V. Due to the wealth of some of the principalities especially Brabant, Hainault and Flanders the ambitious Dukes of Burgundy could compete in splendour, prestige and power with the leading courts of Europe. The area controlled by the Burgundian-Hapsburgian dynasty in the early-sixteenth century is of course no longer a geographical and political entity, but nowadays forms part of four different nations, namely France, Belgium, Holland and Luxembourg. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the Burgundian Netherlands were one of
the most densely populated areas of Europe encompassing two dozen cities with more than 10,000 inhabitants, and about six cities with more than 20,000 citizens. Due to their location at the junction of major trading routes, Bruges and Antwerp were significant centres of international trade with distinctly cosmopolitan populations. From the early fourteenth century onwards, the wealth of the Netherlands was founded on three principal areas, a strong agricultural base, textile production and international trade. After the decline of the textile manufacturing industry in the Burgundian Netherlands towards the end of the fourteenth century, several cities decided to strengthen the indigenous production of hand-woven tapestries, in part to protect themselves from English competition. Among the cities famous for the production of tapestries were Tournai, Arras, Bruges, Brussels and Enghien. The city of Arras had been one of the most important centres of production in the fourteenth and the first half of the fifteenth centuries. In Arras, for example, 59 master tapestry weavers were documented between 1423 and 1467. According to the 'register of admission to the great trade of Brussels', dating from 1417 to 1466, more than 500 tapestry weavers were enrolled into the local guild of Brussels. Even if not all of these 500 artisans were master weavers, this impressive figure nevertheless testifies that Brussels had become a very active and prosperous centre of tapestry making, as has been argued convincingly by Sophie Schneebalg-Perelman. Due to the patronage of the Burgundian court and the concentration of talent and expertise in the city of Brussels the manufacture of tapestries became increasingly important as a luxury industry and as a product for export in the second half of the fifteenth century.

The fame of Flemish artists among European patrons goes back to the fourteenth century. At that time, however, many Flemish artists tended to migrate to the various French courts in Paris, Bourges and Dijon in order to find work. In the fifteenth century this situation changed due to a strengthening of the artistic production in the Burgundian Netherlands and the emergence of an active art market in the prospering cities of the Brabant and Flanders. Artifacts were becoming major articles of trade and export in the course of the fifteenth century and it was no longer the artist himself but the art work which now travelled to all corners of Europe. This development is reflected in the method of production as well as in the strengthening of the art market during this period, as recent research by Montias, Ewing and Jacobs has shown in more detail.

The two most common forms of trading in artifacts were to sell from a shop or to offer goods in a rented stall at one of the big annual fairs. The permanent shop, which generally consisted of a workshop with a sales counter to the street, existed already in the fifteenth century but became increasingly popular during the sixteenth century, especially after some of the annual fairs had been turned into permanent markets in the second-
quarter of the sixteenth century. A painting by Petrus Christus dating from 1449 may illustrate the notion of a permanent shop in one of its earliest visual representations. Here, Saint Eloy, the patron saint of the smiths and jewellery makers, acts as a salesperson for the goods produced by members of the guild he is associated with.

Most deals between craftsmen and clients, however, were struck during the big annual fairs held at regular intervals in the major trading centres. Fairs such as the ‘Pentecost’ and the ‘St Bavo’s Fair’ in Antwerp lasted for approximately six weeks and gave artists ample opportunity to display samples of their goods to an international audience of merchants and individual clients. As far as cloth and simple textiles were concerned these were traded in specialized markets generally called Halles, which could be found along certain streets. Hand-woven tapestries on the other hand formed a distinct category and could generally be found in another form of market called a Pand, either an arcaded courtyard, or cloisters or a specific house.

In the case of Antwerp, the changing outlets for the sale of tapestries are quite well documented as the recent research by Ewing has demonstrated. He argues that there was a trend towards more and more specialized markets and it can be seen from the documents presented that this development equally affected the sale of tapestries in the Netherlands during the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. The Dominican Pand which opened in 1445 was the market used for the sale and display of luxury goods, including expensive artifacts. This market was frequented by members of three different guilds, the Guild of St Eloy (gold- and silversmiths), the Guild of St Luke (painters and sculptors) and the Guild of St Nicholas (jewellers and tapestry weavers). After a dispute between the friary and the guild of Saint Luke in 1480, the painters and sculptors left the Dominican Pand and the range of goods on offer was reduced to jewellery, woven tapestries and precious metalwork. This arrangement remained in place until the early 1550s when tapestry weavers moved to an even more specialised market, the Tapestry Pand in the Schuttershoven which then formed part of a permanent, all-year-round market.

While we are quite well informed about the trade in standardized painted and carved altarpieces such as the Antwerp Altarpiece in the National Gallery in Melbourne, very little is known about the types of tapestries that were exhibited and sold at the annual fairs mentioned earlier. While it is highly unlikely that whole sets of tapestries such as the David and Bathseba cycle would be offered to the general public without a specific buyer in mind, it is quite reasonable to assume that smaller tapestries with popular stock images such as Saint Luke painting the Virgin would be presented to the clients who could then commission a similar tapestry directly from the craftsman. One of the specialities of the Brussels textile manufacture, for
instance, was the production of such single pieces of tapestry, which could be used in private chapels, either as an altar cloth, hanging in front of the altar or as a fabric retable.\textsuperscript{30} These so-called 'Altarpiece Tapestries' often tended to be square-shaped and were generally of a relatively small size.\textsuperscript{31}

Two tapestries in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, which depict \textit{The Annunciation} and \textit{The Mass of Saint Gregory}, can be seen as representatives of this type.\textsuperscript{32} They were both made for export to Germany as the coat of arms in the bottom left and the bottom right reveal. These altar hangings were obviously bought by representatives of two well-known Nuremberg clans, the Tucher and the Holzschuher family. As far as the subject matter and the iconography are concerned these representational tapestries draw heavily from contemporary panel painting. The decorative woven frames, which were only introduced in the last-quarter of the fifteenth century, reinforce the pictorial quality of these tapestries. The frame, which surrounds, for example, \textit{The Mass of Saint Gregory}, virtually imitates a carved wooden frame including the mouldings and the mitre joints. These single tapestry pieces which are of comparably small dimensions were of a price affordable to brotherhoods, guilds and wealthy burghers. The fact that customers such as the Tucher or Holzschuher families decided to purchase a tapestry which looked like a panel painting or even copied a specific model is interesting in itself. This trend suggests a change in taste and may be explained by the desire to emulate the life-style of the Burgundian nobility who could afford to decorate whole rooms with these textile hangings.\textsuperscript{33} That the possession of large sets of tapestries was generally the privilege of the high nobility and the political leaders of the past will become obvious when studying some of the larger sets of tapestries that have survived.

A set of four tapestries, now in the Museo Parroquial in Pastrana, for example, celebrates the victory of the Portuguese King and his troops over the Moroccans in \textit{The Taking of Tangier} of 1471.\textsuperscript{34} These tapestries were probably commissioned shortly after the North-African campaign and were executed by Pasquier Grenier, one of the leading master weavers from Tournai. The tapestries contain realistic portraits of the King of Portugal, Dom Alfonso I and Prince Dom Joao and it has been suggested that this set of tapestries was commissioned to document this event in the best medium available, in order to glorify the achievements of the Portuguese monarchy.\textsuperscript{35} The set as a whole must have been designed with a fairly large hall in mind, as this tapestry alone measures 3.6 by 10.5 metres. The sheer size as well as the quality of the materials used, in this case wool and silk, leave no doubt about the significance of this particular commission. These tapestries most definitely carried a larger price tag than the two Altarpiece Tapestries mentioned earlier.

When I discussed the role of the art market at the beginning of my paper I called the production of hand-woven tapestries a luxury industry. There are
two main reasons why these highly-valued textiles were among the most expensive export items produced in the cities of Arras, Tournai, Brussels and Bruges. Firstly, the making of a tapestry has always been extremely labour intensive, especially if the tapestry is of a very high quality. Quality is here defined in terms of the fineness of the weave and the complexity of the design. The second reason for the costliness of these objects lies in the use of expensive raw products including dyestuffs, as well as wool, silk and increasingly silver and gold threads. A large proportion of the raw material had to be imported from England, Spain, Italy and Turkey which increasingly lead to the involvement of financially strong entrepreneurs who owned the necessary capital to provide the weavers with these raw products. Only in 1500 did Bruges and Antwerp start to produce their own silk in order to become less dependant on imports.

A typical example for the lavishness for many of these woven artifacts is a tapestry which represents Mary as the Source of living Water. It is made of wool, silk, gold and silver threads. A tapestry showing The Coronation of the Virgin and related scenes is even more sumptuous. Because of the high percentage of gold threads this set of tapestries, which depicts The Triumphs of the Mother of God, has been called tapis d'or or Golden Tapestries. A whole set of these golden tapestries was bought in 1502 by Joanna the Mad, the wife of Philip the Fair, from the merchant and tapestry maker Pieter van Aelst.

Because of the lavishness of these tapestries only the very rich could afford these luxury items. Among the clientele of well-known tapestry merchants such as Pasquier Grenier from Tournai and Pieter van Aelst from Brussels were the high nobility and leading members of the clergy. Whole sets of tapestries with religious or secular themes could be found in the possession of Duke Philip the Good, Emperor Charles V, Pope Leo X and Bernard Cles, the Archbishop of Trente. High ranking women such as Margaret of Austria, Joanna the Mad and Isabella of Castille, were equally keen on commissioning and collecting these treasured pieces. Before discussing the situation of weavers in Brussels in more detail, I will take a closer look at how these tapestries were used and by whom.

Given the fact that tapestries were very valuable objects, it is not surprising that they were often used as wall decorations on festive occasions. Tapestries provided comfort and gave the living quarters of wealthy noblemen an atmosphere of style and lavishness. The January calendar picture from the Très Riches Heures de Jean de Berry, shows tapestries and precious textiles served as decoration for the New Year's celebrations. The wall of the banquet hall was covered with a colourful tapestry depicting scenes from the Trojan War. The tapestry depicted in Jean de Berry's illuminated manuscript had been decorated with inscriptions. A later tapestry from the last-quarter of the fifteenth century, which probably
belonged to Ferdinand I of Naples, depicts not only the same subject matter but also contains explanatory inscriptions at the top of the scene. Tapestries depicting the adventures of legendary heroic figures such as Cesar and Alexander were very popular among the rulers of the past, as they identified with their heroic deeds or even believed themselves to be the descendants of these historic or mythical figures.

The tapestries which belonged to Ferdinand I of Naples represent one of five full sets depicting The War of Troy, all of which were woven in Tournai and subsequently delivered to major courts of Europe. In 1472 the cities of Bruges and Tournai presented Duke Charles the Bold with the first set of tapestries. Henry VII of England received another set in 1488 and Charles VIII of France used yet another one for the decoration of his castle in Amboise on the occasion of his marriage to Anne de Bretagne. The King of Hungary, Mathias Corvinus, did not want to fall behind and joined the club in 1495.

Coming back to the January miniature it seems as if Duke Jean de Berry was not alone in his desire to surround himself with accounts of classical warfare executed in the most appropriate and the most expensive medium available at the time. His interest in precious textiles can further be observed right behind the duke in the canopy above the fireplace which is covered with Berry's armorial devices, the swan, the bear and the fleur-de-lis. These woven canopies were very popular indeed, and many illustrations provide proof of the use of these decorative baldachins on important occasions. According to late medieval court etiquette, such canopies served the purpose of singling out a person of high social standing. On the opening miniature to the Girart de Roussillon manuscript in Vienna, Duke Philip the Good is also depicted underneath such a canopy or ciel. The canopy is again decorated with his coat of arms and costly golden ornamentation.

Displaying the shield and the heraldic animal of one's ancestors was very important for the nobility of the day and no opportunity was missed to display the symbols of one's lineage, be it on the occasion of a tournament, a marriage or a triumphal entry. The popularity of heraldic ornamentation can be gauged from the quantity of heraldic tapestries in inventories of the time. Many examples of heraldic tapestry have survived such as the large tapestry in the Historisches Museum in Bern which once belonged to Duke Charles the Bold. It is a good example of what is generally called millefleur tapestry, an ornamental style of decoration with plant and animal motives, frequently used by tapestry weavers from Brussels. A different style of heraldic tapestry was available in the early sixteenth century and has been linked to the city of Enghien. One example of this group shows the coat of arms of Margaret of Austria, the grand-daughter of Charles the Bold, together with the shields of her parents and grandparents. The inventory of the palace of Margaret of Austria, dating from 1523/4, lists 19 tapestries with the coat of arms of this woman who governed the Netherlands until her death in 1530.
The Dukes of Burgundy and their relatives from the house of Hapsburg were constantly dealing with tapestries, either as luxury items for their own collections or as diplomatic gifts for political allies and relatives. In 1510, for instance, Margaret of Austria bought eight tapestries from the master weaver Arnould Poissonier in Tournai. This set was sold to her for the price of £1,460 pounds and represented the remarkably modern theme of *The Triumphs of Caesar*.

It looks as if Margaret had not purchased these tapestries for her own collection, as they appear neither in the inventory of 1516 nor in that of 1523/4. These circumstances as well as the subject matter, unusual for Margaret’s taste, suggest that she used this set as a gift, possibly for a male member of the Burgundian-Hapsburgian dynasty. In an earlier inventory drawn up in 1499 at the time of her departure from Spain we find a further reference to a classical theme namely *The Story of Hercules*. This design had been chosen as decoration for a bed consisting of a canopy, a head and a side part as well as a bedspread, all made of tapestry rich in gold. This elaborate ensemble had been brought to Spain from Flanders by Margaret of Austria herself, probably for her own marital bed. What happened to this particular piece after her return to Flanders is not clear, as it does not re-appear in any of the later inventories. At least ten of the twenty-two tapestries, which had been given to Margaret by her mother-in-law, Queen Isabella of Spain and which are also described in this inventory, can be identified with objects listed in the later inventories which document her collection in Mechelen. These tapestries, which represented *The story of Saint Helena*, *The Story of Alexander the Great* and *The Credo*, turn up in the inventories of 1516 and of 1524 with a clear indication of their provenance from Spain.

Such highly treasured pieces were often kept in the family for generations. Joanna the Mad, Margaret of Austria’s sister-in-law, for example, had bought four of the Golden Tapestries as a gift for her mother, Queen Isabella of Spain. When Isabella died in 1504 the same set of tapestries was bequeathed back to Joanna and thus entered her own collection. It is therefore not surprising that individuals such as Margaret of Austria possessed so many of these costly and often very large tapestries. The two inventories of Margaret of Austria’s art collection in Mechelen list in all 95 pieces of figurative tapestry. It is interesting to note that she had by far more more representational than heraldic or decorative tapestries. Among the representational tapestries listed we can find a broad range of religious and a few literary themes such as the *Cité de Dames* series. Among the most valuable tapestries described in the inventory, namely those made with silk, gold and silver threads, were a set of four with the old testament story of Esther and a set of three tapestries depicting *The Story of Alexander the Great*; the latter one has already been discussed. One of the more unusual pieces in this collection was a portrait of Margaret of Austria, which had been
woven *apres le vif*.65

Apart from the large sets, which were used as wall hangings, the inventory also lists a canopy made in the same technique with a depiction of *God the Father and the Holy Ghost*66 and several more utilitarian pieces such as fourteen textile covers for benches and six cushions made in the same technique.67 In the case of the elaborate canopy we are told the name of the artist who made this piece of tapestry, namely Pieter de Pannemaker from Brussels. The weaver and tapestry merchant Pieter the Pannemaker had been appointed court artist by Margaret of Austria on 20 January 1522.68 In the fourteenth and fifteenth century it was quite common to bind a painter or book illuminator to one's personal court by appointing him *Varlet de Chambre* or giving him an equivalent title.69 Artists who were priviledged to be attached to the court were either put on the payroll, like Pieter de Pannemaker, or were paid an annual pension. Appointing a tapestry weaver to the court, however, can be described as a fairly recent development. It became more and more important for the high nobility to employ a tapestry maker on a more permanent basis, because of the large number of tapestries in their collections and because rulers such as Charles V and Philip the Fair insisted on taking their tapestry sets with them when going on diplomatic journeys.70 In some instances court artists became closely attached to these ruling dynasties, in so far as painters and tapestry makers were frequently taken over from one member of the family to the next. Duverger describes in some detail how highly-regarded artists such as Bernard van Orley coaxed Margaret of Hungary, Margaret of Austria's successor, into employing him as a court painter by presenting the new ruler with gifts.71 In choosing the tapestry maker Pieter de Pannemaker, Margaret probably followed the example of her father Emperor Maximilian I and her brother Philip the Fair. Maximilian had appointed Pieter van Aelst tapestry master in the last-quarter of the fifteenth century.72 On 8 July 1502 Archduke Philip the Fair made a similar decision by appointing Pieter van Aelst to become his personal tapestry maker.73 Van Aelst had accompanied the young prince on his trip to Spain and consequently made several tapestries for Philip and his wife, Joanna the Mad. Pieter van Aelst and Pieter de Pannemaker were not only two of the most famous tapestry weavers from Brussels but also acted as merchant-entrepreneurs74 which may be one of the reason why they were chosen as court artists.

As I mentioned at the beginning of my paper, different professions and different art forms were not practised independently from one another, which makes it necessary to look more closely at the collaborative process of making these tapestries, one of the most interesting aspects in the production of tapestries. Collaboration involved a number of artists with different skills and responsibilities. Up to five different parties could contribute to the complex process, although this was not necessarily always the case. In the
process of tapestry-making, the role of tapestry merchants such as Pasquier Grenier or Pierre Delos was often a crucial one. The merchant was frequently the person who made the first contact with a client and who provided the weavers with the raw materials and the cartoons for their tapestries. As was the case in other media, for instance book illumination, the merchant often acted as an agent who supervised the whole process and who sub-contracted work. It was not unusual at all for master weavers, such as de Pannemaker and van Aelst, to participate in such transactions.

That the process of making hand-woven tapestries was indeed a complex one can be seen from the various steps which had to be taken to produce a wall-hanging. Two different painters were usually involved in producing the different types of cartoons required by the weaver. One artist would make a sketch or a small drawing, generally called the small cartoon or petit patron. Among the earliest surviving examples of such a preparatory drawing are the designs which were used for the already-mentioned tapestry set displaying The War of Troy. In this case we are fortunate to have eight of the original petits patrons dating from about 1465. While the size of such preparatory drawings remained small, the style changed depending on the time of execution and the personal manner of an individual artist. Further examples of a ‘small cartoon’ can be found in the oeuvre of Bernard van Orley, the court painter of Margaret of Austria.

After the first design had been provided by a senior artist like Bernard van Orley, a second artist, in most cases a painter specialised in making accurate scale cartoons, would then enlarge the preliminary design and add filling ornaments, such as plants or clouds, in order to avoid blank spaces in the finished tapestry. The full-sized cartoon was then placed under the warps of the loom, so that the weaver could see the design while working on the tapestry. In Brussels, all weavers used low-warp looms, generally working from the backside of the finished tapestry. A tapestry fragment in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, depicts Penelope at the Loom with a bobbin in her right hand, using a low-warp looms as was the custom in the Burgundian Netherlands. The last step in the production of a piece of hand-woven tapestry occurred after the tapestry was completed by the weaver. The finished product was then examined by another artisan, the retoucheur or lusteur, whose job it was to correct mistakes or to touch up weak colours.

The Legend of Herkenbald tapestry in Brussels is one of the few tapestries whose history of production is well documented and I will discuss this piece in more detail in order to illuminate the process of production I have so far described in more general terms. In the case of the Herkenbald tapestry, we know not only the date of execution and the names the artists involved, but also the sum these people received for their work. In 1513 the ‘Confraternity of the Holy Sacrament’ paid three different artists for a tapestry which had
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been commissioned for the chapel of this brotherhood in the church of Saint Peter in Louvain.\textsuperscript{86} A master from the painters guild of Brussels, called Jean de Bruxelles was paid two-and-a-half Rhenish Guilders and two jugs of wine for providing the \textit{petit patron}. Another artist, Philippe the painter, was given the relatively high sum of thirteen-and-a-half Rhenish Guilders for transforming the preparatory drawing into a one-to-one scale drawing.\textsuperscript{87} On top of that he was given ten sous for taking the cartoon to Louvain in order to put it up in the church of Saint Peter for examination. Finally, Leon, the weaver from Brussels, was given thirty-two Rhenish Guilders for weaving the tapestry and twenty sous for preparing the decorative borders.\textsuperscript{88} The amount received by the weaver Leon de Smet seems to have been for hours worked only and not for the material used. It is surprising to learn that he earned only half the amount of the two painters involved, despite the fact that he probably spent more time on his task. This could be interpreted as an expression of the relative value attributed to work of the weaver in the process of making a tapestry. The pay may also reflect the tensions which surfaced in the second-half of the fifteenth century between the members from the painters' and the tapestry weavers' guilds. The apparent difference in pay and responsibility is an interesting issue which deserves further attention.

Compared with the guild of painters in Brussels, the weavers' guild was established at a much later point in time. In 1447 the weavers became independent from the wool trade, formed their own guild and issued their own set of rules in 1451.\textsuperscript{89} Until 1476, weavers in Brussels were allowed to produce their own cartoons.\textsuperscript{90} Occasionally they purchased cartoons from journeymen who were passing through the city. This practice caused dismay among the painters of Brussels and in 1476 an order was given that only members of the local painters' guild were allowed to make representational cartoons. From then on, weavers were not permitted to make their own cartoons except for \textit{millefleur} and \textit{verdure} tapestries, in other words designs for less important tapestries involving animals, flowers or greenery. These kinds of settlements between different guilds in the same town were not unusual in the late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth century. Similar regulations can be found in the context of mass-produced carved altarpieces, which were also manufactured in a collaborative effort by different guilds, in this case involving painters, sculptors and carpenters.\textsuperscript{91}

Another similarity between the production of carved altarpieces and sumptuous tapestries is the general concern about quality control and the protection of the local product against fraudulent imitators from other cities. Between 1450 and 1472, completed tapestries had to be presented in the Chapel of Saint Christopherus where they would receive the seal of approval from the guild.\textsuperscript{92} In 1472, a change to the inspection process was introduced, resulting in the finished product being examined while still on the loom in
the studio of the weaver. This regulation made sure that tapestries from outside Brussels could not be smuggled into town in order to be presented to the jury as a local product. Finally, in May 1528 the magistrature of Brussels ruled that each tapestry which measured more than six square yards should be provided with a small red shield and the letters BB, so that the tapestry could be identified as a product from the city of Brussels in Brabant even after it had left the town.93

These decrees indicate that the competition in the tapestry trade of the time must have been quite stiff and that the magistrature and guilds of Brussels were anxious to ensure their position in this lucrative business. While these considerations shed some light on the collaboration between weavers and painters, it does not explain why tapestries like The Legend of Herkenbald were desired by a religious community such as the Brotherhood of the Holy Sacrament. In the past, this wealthy confraternity had commissioned a number of artworks for the furnishing of its two chapels and the ambulatory of the church of Saint Peter in Louvain.94 After having erected a 12 metre high sculptured sacrament tower for the protection of the consecrated host,95 the Brotherhood also commissioned a large painted triptych from Dieric Bouts in honour of the Holy Sacrament. In 1513, the same Brotherhood decided to acquire another artwork with a eucharistic subject matter for their chapel, this time a Golden Tapestry, which was even larger in size than the Holy Sacrament altarpiece by Dieric Bouts.96 The topic chosen by the confraternity, The Justice of Herkenbald, had become popular through two similar commission in the city of Brussels.97 By 1460, the legend of Herkenbald had already been portrayed in the medium of tapestry, together with two other stories related to justice, The Legend of Pope Gregory the Great and The Justice of Emperor Trajan. The design of this tapestry was based on four famous panel paintings by Rogier van der Weyden, the official painter of the city of Brussels.98 Unfortunately, van der Weyden’s Justice panels in the town hall of Brussels were destroyed in the seventeenth century. The ten-and-a-half meter long tapestry in the Historical Museum of Bern still attests to the importance of Rogier’s painting for the city of Brussels.99 It has been shown that the tapestry reflects the composition of the original paintings fairly accurately. The explanatory inscriptions, for instance, which had been painted on the original frames of van der Weyden’s paintings, were integrated word by word into the tapestry, this time in the form of woven scrolls. It has been suggested by Schneebalg-Perelmann that Rogier van der Weyden was not just employed to paint pictures for the city of Brussels, but that he was also responsible for producing cartoons for important tapestry commissions.100

That van der Weyden’s paintings were indeed very popular among weavers and served as models in more than one case can be seen from a group of tapestries, which are based on Rogier van der Weyden’s Saint Luke
painting the Virgin a painting dating from about 1440. The inversion of the original design, which is a common feature in tapestries, can be explained by the technique of using low-warp looms. The Virgin is now holding the Christ child in her left arm and is sitting on the right side of the painting. The figure of Saint Luke, on the other hand, has been modified to accommodate the technical requirements of the new medium. In both examples, the painting and the tapestry, Saint Luke is therefore creating the image of the Virgin with his right hand. It can be assumed that a cartoon painter was called in to prepare a preliminary drawing, firstly because the tapestry is twice as big as the panel painting and secondly because the tapestry reveals minor variations. The open sky, for instance, has been replaced by trees and larger buildings, Mary's bench has been embellished with further wooden carvings and the room filled with more decorative details, a basket, a vase and a stool. The woven frame as well as the spaciousness of the main scene give the woven artefact a more painterly appearance.

This tapestry is a good example of the trend towards a more painterly style in tapestries at the turn of the century. This development, which radically changed the style of tapestries, can be explained by two factors, the improvement of dying techniques, which led to a wider range of colours in the raw material used, and the stronger influence of the painters guild from 1476 onwards. As mentioned earlier, after that date only members of the painters guild were allowed to produce cartoons for representational tapestries and it looks as if painters were quite well paid for this service. Often these cartoons were kept in the workshop for a long time and were used over and over again which may be one reason for cartoons being so expensive in the first place.

The most famous example for re-cycling the same design is probably The Acts of the Apostles series, a set of tapestries which had been commissioned by Pope Leo X for the decoration of the Sistine Chapel and which was woven by Pieter van Aelst and his workshop after cartoons by Raphael and his pupils. Also in this case the original design by Raphael has been reversed in the finished tapestry. The first series of tapestries was completed under the supervision of Pieter van Aelst in 1521, only six years after the tempera paintings by Raphael had been sent to Brussels. Soon after these tapestries were displayed in the Sistine Chapel, the design became so popular that two further sets were made, one for Emperor Charles V and one for Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga. When Pieter van Aelst died in 1532, the cartoons must have been passed on to the next generation of weavers, which explains why the Mantua set from 1540 looks identical but bears the monogram of Jan van Tieghem and Leo van den Hecke. While the central image remained the same in each new set, the border decoration varied according to the requirements of the patron and the taste of the period in which each particular tapestry was made. The earlier version of The Miraculous Draught
of Fishes, for instance, carries the Papal coat of arms in the top-left and the top-right corner and depicts scenes from the life of Pope Leo on the lower border.\textsuperscript{107} The later version on the left bears the shield of Cardinal Gonzaga and has been provided with a different set of border decorations.

It was quite common among tapestry weavers in Brussels to borrow or lend cartoons for specific purposes, a practice which can also be observed in contemporary panel paintings, as recent research on Gerard David and workshop practices in Bruges has shown.\textsuperscript{108} This practice was unlikely to have extended beyond city boundaries. As the magistrate of Brussels was quite concerned about foreign workshops which tried to imitate their tapestries and thus competed with the local product, the city made an effort to protect its designs wherever possible. We know of one instance where the magistrate decided to burn several cartoons which had been drawn illegally after the Justice panels by Roger van der Weyden.\textsuperscript{109} That way the city ensured that Rogier's design could only be used by artists from Brussels, almost claiming copyright for a painting which had been produced by their official painter some fifty years before. The popularity of tapestries made after designs by Rogier van der Weyden or Raphael has provided some indication of the significance of this medium as an art form in its own right during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The appreciation of tapestries as an important form of artistic expression depends in part on an awareness of the increasing input of painters into the complex process of production.

In conclusion we can say that the wide distribution of sets of tapestries such as The Acts of the Apostles and The War of Troy illustrate the importance of hand-woven tapestries for the general trade in luxury goods, which had become such an important factor of the art market in the Burgundian Netherlands. The rules and regulations which were put forward by guilds and cities to control the quality of tapestries and to protect the manufacturers from outside competitors demonstrate the growing significance of this branch of the art industry. The conflicts between the different guilds concerning the right to provide the cartoons equally show that this was an area of artistic production which provided a steady source of income for both painters and tapestry weavers.

From the examples given in this paper it becomes apparent that tapestries were particularly popular among the high nobility. Complete sets of tapestries as well as single pieces could be found in the collections of kings and dukes, popes and cardinals. Towards the end of the fifteenth century this interest in collecting tapestries was taken up by the wealthy middle class whose members began to commission tapestries, albeit in a much more modest fashion. Complete tapestry sets such as The War of Troy and The Acts of the Apostles were in many cases bought for reasons of prestige and ostentation. While hand-woven tapestries may have been collected by some for their material value, one should however not underestimate the fact that
they were also valued for their distinct aesthetic qualities. A tapestry from the *The Story of Jacob* series by Bernard van Orley exemplifies the progress made with respect to a more painterly style. The intricacy of the design and the pictorial quality of such pieces leave no doubt that tapestries were also bought for aesthetic reasons. The above-mentioned development towards a more painterly style which could be observed in the second-half of the fifteenth century contributed considerably to the popularity of this medium. This trend which has been explained by the increasing influence of painters in the design process, culminated in the work of Bernard van Orley, Margaret of Austria's court painter, who worked in close collaboration with the major tapestry workshops in Brussels. He provided the designs for a large number of important commissions, such as *The Battle of Pavia* tapestries and *The Story of Jacob* series. I have repeatedly stressed the fact that the themes chosen for major sets of tapestries are also worth studying. They frequently interpret popular themes in a programmatic complexity and a quality which is equal to contemporary panel paintings. Apart from representing traditional religious subjects, tapestries often depict new themes which are of political significance or reflect the literary taste of a patron. The wealth of material which is stored in archives and museums is testimony to the important historical role these art works once played and study of it could eventually lead to a re-evaluation of the place of tapestries in the history of Northern Renaissance Art.

Dagmar Eichberger
Department of Fine Arts
University of Melbourne
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